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Areas of Applica on
With chrome/nickel alloys and for non-ferrous metals
in par cular, cleaning that is gentle to the product is
crucial and desirable. For this purpose, especially, it is
advisable to carry out surface cleaning using ultrasound, since this process does not a ack the basic
material.
This procedure allows you in par cular to remove stearates and rolling and drawing oils from the surface
with processing mes of about 1 second.
Before carrying out heat treatment, in par cular, it is
possible to achieve extremely high levels of cleanliness
at a rela vely low speed and in a ght space using ultrasonic degreasing systems.
Gas bubbles generated by ultrasound on a
wire surface

Way of func oning of ultrasonic cleaning
In the case of ultrasonic cleaning, small scale pressure
and suc on waves are introduced into a liquid. This is
done via vibra ng elements that are a ached to one
of the sidewalls of a chamber or to its base. When the
vibra ng elements are actuated electrically, they expand and retract. In the pressure phase, the liquid is
displaced. At contrac on, the liquid tries to follow but
does not manage to do so due to iner a, which means
that a cavita on bubble forms.
At reversal to the pressure phase, the bubble collapses
suddenly and drags everything close to it towards its
centre point, i.e. away from the workpiece. Many millions of these cavita on bubbles work in this way un l
everything that is adhering on the material to be
cleaned has been removed.
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Digital ultrasonic generators suitable for
any cleaning job
With their frequencies of 25 kHz to 1 MHz, our digital
ultrasound generators oﬀer convincing and highly consistent amplitudes and performance. In this way, you
can use our ultrasound generators to clean even the
most sensi ve materials and surfaces eﬀec vely and
gently. Our ultrasound generators are the best choice
when you have cleaning processes that require diﬀerent sound frequencies.

Ultrasound generators with frequencies of
25 kHz to 1 MHz
Tecnical data:
The digital frequency genera on and regula on capabili es of our ultrasound generators are par cularly
convincing and ensure high levels of opera ng and
process reliability. They oﬀer high consistency of
amplitudes and performance and are available with
standard frequencies of 25, 30, 40, 80, 120 and 250
kHz and in diﬀerent equipment variants. Our ultrasound generators oﬀer you an op mum solu on for
coarse and ﬁne cleaning as well as for cleaning processes that need diﬀerent frequencies. STAKU ultrasound
generators combine innova ve technology with high
levels of eﬃciency and convincing quality.

Model:

Open frame, standalone unit,
hat rail generator,
19“ housing, modul generator

Capacity:

80 W bis 3000 Wa

Mains connec on:

230/240 V—50 Hz, sowie 380 Volt,
3 Ph, N, PE

Ultrasound frequency: 25, 30, 40, 50, 75, 250, 500 Khz, 1 Mhz

You can use our transducers to adapt the ultrasonic
frequency and sound power perfectly to the material
that you want to clean.

Technical data:
Model:

Submersible transducer, transducer
plate, rod transducer

Capacity:

80 W bis 3000 Wa

Ultrasound frequency: 25, 30, 40, 50, 75, 250, 500 Khz, 1 Mhz
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The right cleaning chemicals for your ultrasonic process

Interac on of cleaning methods and cleaning chemicals
To achieve a perfect cleaning result, you must match the cleaning chemicals with the respec ve cleaning process. The
important thing when choosing a cleaning agent is to know exactly your base material and the type of contamina on
as well as the desired degree of cleanliness that you want to achieve.
The cleaning chemical should dissolve the contaminant but must not a ack the workpiece. ABer cleaning, you can
create the surface for another process in the rinsing tank. An example of this is crea ng a surface with a phosphate
layer to support a pain ng process or to create a smooth metallic surface to carry out subsequent electrochemical
applica on.
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Measures to maintain the tank
The cleaning bath itself must, of course, be treated on an ongoing basis to guarantee a permanent high level of
cleaning quality.
STAKU has available a number of devices and procedures to do this.

Paper disk belt ﬁlter for solids
ﬁltra on

Plate phase separator for separa ng
the oil phase

Compact system with storage tank, built-in
heater and control

Floa ng skimmer within a degreasing
tank
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